WAC 284-24-140 Updating insurance scores. (1) This section applies to insurers using insurance scores for rating of personal insurance under the provisions of RCW 48.19.035.
(2) If an insurer uses insurance scores to calculate renewal premiums, the insurer must:
(a) Update each policyholder's insurance score no less often than
once every three years; and
(b) Calculate premiums for each policy using the insurer's most
recently determined insurance score for the policy.
(3) For the purposes of this section, if an insurance score is
used to assign a policy to a particular rating class or rating tier,
then it is considered using an insurance score to calculate renewal
premiums if the insurer:
(a) Leaves that policy in the same rating class or rating tier
upon renewal; or
(b) Assigns the policy to a rating class or rating tier that depends on the prior insurance-score-based rating class or rating tier.
(4) When an insurer updates an insurance score, it must update
all information necessary to determine the insurance score, rather
than partially update the score. This process must include updating
credit information on policyholders who were previously classified as
"no hit" or "no score," as defined in WAC 284-24A-055(2).
(5) An insurer's filed manual of rates and rules should specify
the conditions under which insurance scores will be updated and how
updated insurance scores will be used in the calculation of renewal
premiums. If, however, an insurer uses insurance scores to calculate
renewal premiums and its filed manual of rates and rules does not
specify the conditions under which insurance scores will be updated,
the insurer must update each policyholder's insurance score at each
renewal.
(6) In the rate filing process, rates and rating rules that do
not satisfy the requirements of this section will be considered to be
unfairly discriminatory and in violation of RCW 48.19.020.
(7) Nothing in this section prohibits an insurer from:
(a) Updating insurance scores more frequently than once every
three years, including updating insurance score upon policyholder request; or
(b) Using a rating system that includes insurance scores in the
rating of new business but not in the rating of renewal business.
(8) This section applies to rates and rating rules in effect on
and after January 1, 2017.
[Statutory Authority: RCW 48.02.060, 48.19.035, and 48.19.080. WSR
16-18-047 (Matter No. R 2015-15), § 284-24-140, filed 8/31/16, effective 10/1/16.]
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